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Abstract This paper examines the realization of inflectional paradigms in the
Semitic root-and pattern morphological system of Modern Hebrew. In the first part of
the paper, a system of realizational statements is proposed, in the spirit of the frame-
work of Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz 1993). Two different, indepen-
dent positions V1 and V2 are identified and defined relative to a basic discontinuous
set of elements, the root. Employing the notion of default status, which is accorded
to the vocalization of Type I verbs in the past, this move allows for an optimally eco-
nomic set of rules for the realization of all active and passive verbs. In the second part
of the paper, the account is extended to roots with a final underlying glide /j/. Within
the verbal system, such roots give rise to a set of mostly vowel-final verbal stems. It is
claimed that the traditional analysis, according to which the different realizations are
synchronically the phonological reflex of this final /j/, is untenable, and especially so
because these verbs have almost exactly the same realization in all Types. Realization
rules are then formalized with the conditioning environment being this underlying fi-
nal /j/, with [j] as the default realization of this element. Thus, a third element /j/ is
both a class-marker—it gives rise to a set of phonologically-arbitrary realizations—
and a simple phoneme.

Keywords Semitic · Non-concatenative morphology · Glide-final roots ·
Realization rules
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1 Data & introduction

The goal of this paper is to provide the set of realization rules responsible for the form
of verbs in Modern Hebrew (MH). Verbs in MH are categorized into Types (often
called binyanim). The forms of these verbal Types are defined according to their
prosodic patterns, their vocalizations and the affixes that each Type appears with. To
illustrate, the present form of Type I, has a vocalization {o,e} and no prefix. But the
present forms of Types II and III have the vocalizations {a,e} and {a,i} respectively,
and also have a prefix m-. The prosody of Type I is CVCVC in the past but (i)CCVC
in the future, whereas Types II and III have stable prosody.

(1) Future, present and past bases of the active verbal Types I–III1

The vocalization of the verb changes within inflectional paradigms. For example, in
the Type II paradigms in (2), the vocalization of the future is {a,e} or {a,Ø}, and that
of the past is {i,a}, {i,e} or {i,Ø} (here and for the rest of the paper, stress is final
when not marked):

(2) Past and future paradigms of the Type II verb kipec ‘jump around’2

One may ask if this variety of vocalizations cannot be explained by purely phonologi-
cal means, i.e. without reference to morphological and morpho-syntactic information.
Such a phonological explanation is implausible for the [i]∼[a] alternation of the first
vowel, since the phonological environment is identical. This is not so for the alterna-
tions in the second vowel: [e] appears whenever there is no suffix, [Ø] when the suffix
is vowel-initial, and [a] when the suffix is consonant initial (in which case stress is
on this [a]). But whereas [e]∼[Ø] is not a surprising alternation in open syllables in
MH ([e] being the epenthetic vowel of the language), there does not seem to be a rule
barring [e] from appearing in closed syllables (cf. negdi ‘opposing’). The alternation
[e]∼[a] is thus not purely phonological.

1For a complete presentation of the verbal system of Modern Hebrew, see Schwarzwald (2002). For several
interesting issues raised for semitic morphology in general, see Izre’el (2009).
2In this paper, we cite the standard 1sg future form. This form is not natural for most speakers: in spoken
Hebrew, 1sg and 3sg are identical in the future (for all verb types).
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Non-concatenative realization in the verbal inflection of Modern Hebrew

The appearance of [a] in the non-final closed syllable does not seem to have any-
thing to do with the [e] vowel of the unsuffixed stem; indeed, in Type III we find [a]
in exactly the same positions, although here the second vowel of the unsuffixed stem
is [i].

(3) Past and future paradigms of the Type III verb hikpic ‘make jump’

The data in (3) are quite similar to those in (2): in the first vowel, there is alternation
between [i] and [a]. The second vowel is [a] before consonant-initial suffixes, and
[i] before other suffixes (it retains stress before vowel initial suffixes and is thus pre-
served, unlike [e]). Like [e], the vowel [i] may very well appear in closed syllables,
pirca ‘loophole’, mixšol ‘obstacle’ etc.

Type I verbs present less complications in the past than their counterparts: all
forms have the same vocalization. However, as opposed to other Types, the form of
the future stem does not resemble that of the any form of the past.

(4) Past and future paradigms of the Type I verb kafac ‘jump’3

Concentrating on the past paradigm, the stable past vocalization is not unfamil-
iar: Type I stems are no exception to the rule that [a] is the second vowel before
consonant-initial affixes. Instead, what is only true of 1/2p stems in other Types ap-
pears to hold for all stems in QaTaL (leaving aside the alternation of [a] and [Ø]), on
which see Bat El (2008)).

3At least two remarks should be made here. There are many sub-groups in Type I: for example, many verbs
have the form jiQTaL in the Future (cf. jiftax ‘open’). We assume that the forms in (2) are the default ones.
Secondly, the vowel that follows the future prefixes can be shown to be epenthetic in most cases, or at least
to belong to the prefix; it does not belong to the vocalization of the stem in the same way as the vowels in
the past.
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The table in (5) summarizes the data about vocalization presented hitherto:

(5) Vocalization of different forms

There are redundancies in (5) that result from representing vocalizations with two
vowels as a single unit. For example, [i] is the first vowel in the entire past paradigms
of Types II and III, but it is represented twice because a distinction is made in
the second vowel within this paradigm. The same is true for the second vowel of
Types II and III, which is stable in the future (assuming Type II [e]∼[Ø] is phono-
logical), but also appears in the 3past. For this reason, we propose in Sect. 2 that
realizational rules should be devised for the first and second vowels separately.
This separation, as we will see, provides insights that help accomplish the first
goal of the paper: an economic account of the realization of the MH verbal sys-
tem.

As discussed above, some alternations have to be defined solely on morpholog-
ical grounds ([i]∼[a] alternations in the first vowel of the past and future stems of
Types II and III); others may be defined by their phonological environment, with
the drawback that the resulting phonological rule is specific to the morphological
environment ([i/e]⇒[a] before C-initial suffixes in the past paradigm). For these last
cases, there are thus two possible solutions: either a phonological rule is devised and a
morpho-syntactic trigger specified, or—like in the first alternation mentioned—only
the morphological environment is specified, disregarding the phonological distinc-
tiveness of the environment. In the analysis, it is shown that whereas both types of
rules can formalize the data, ignoring the phonological environment is more eco-
nomic. Setting aside the phonologically-based analysis makes way for a set of real-
ization rules which makes predictions well beyond the specific morphological en-
vironment for which it is proposed. According to this set of rules, the {a,a} vo-
calization of Type I Past has default status in the system, whereas other vocaliza-
tions are Type specific. This view is contrasted at several junctures with a more
traditional view, and it is suggested that it fares much better than this traditional
view.

All verb Types have several sub-groups. In Sect. 3, the set of realization rules from
Sect. 2 is tested against the largest, most important sub-group, namely that of vowel-
final stems. Such verbs exist in every Type. More than any other sub-group, they
seem to be realized independently from the consonant-final stems of the same Type.
To illustrate, the vowels at the right edge of vowel-final stems of all Types are always
the same: they are [a] in the past and [e] in the present and in the future, regardless
of the last vowel of the corresponding consonant-final verb. The same is true for the
infinitive: infinitives corresponding to vowel-final stem always end in [-ot], regardless
of the last vowel of the corresponding consonant-final stems.
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(6) Vowel-final stems and their consonant final counterparts in the three active
verbal types

Moreover, within the inflectional paradigms of these V-final stems, their vocalization
differs from that of consonant-final stems. As (7) shows, where the second vowel of
C-final pinek ‘spoil’ is [a], that of the V-final pina ‘evacuate’ is [i]. In addition, in the
3fm there appears a [t] in the V-final verb that never appears in C-final stem. These
differences are in bold in (7).

(7) The Past paradigms of Type II: consonant vs. vowel-final stems

That said, there can be no doubt that the two verbs belong to the same Type, as
attested by the first vowel (pina, pinek), by their stable prosody and by the prefix m-
in their present form (in (6)).

As can be seen in (6) above, the vocalizations of these vowel-final stems resemble
those of Type I more than they do the vocalizations of Types II and III: there is a sense
in which Type I serves as a model on which variations are made. Moreover, like in the
case of C-final verbs, there are both similarities and differences to describe, this time
between verbs with C-final and V-final stems. The goal of the second section of the
paper is to define the realizational rules that lead to the forms of V-final stems, while
maintaining the relation to their verbal Types. The analysis developed in the previous
section is verified and confirmed, in that it manages to predict a considerable part of
the regularities with relatively few additional rules.

With the exception of Dor (1995), which we will discuss in due course, we are
aware of no attempt to formalize the inflectional system of MH. To illustrate what
we mean by “formalization”, consider the rule given by Schwarzwald (2002), in her
discussion of Hebrew morphophonology: “the vowels [e] and [i] in the second syl-
lable of the verbal base become [a] before C-initial suffixes in the past paradigm of
the verb” (rule No. 10, Vol. 3, p. 277; our translation from Hebrew). First, it is un-
clear in what sense [e] and [i] become [a]. Secondly, this is clearly not true for the
vowel-final stems. Finally, such rules avoid stating what in the system is responsible
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for these vowels “becoming” [a]. In general, this seems to be more like a statement
of what is attested than a formalization thereof.

To summarize, we repeat the two goals mentioned above:

1. To provide an economic account of the realization of the MH verbal system.
2. To define the realizational rules that lead to the forms of V-final stems

The main goal being an economic description, this paper makes no major claims in
terms of theory or framework.4 That said, we will be stating realizational rules along
the lines of Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz 1993).

2 Realizing vocalization in general

2.1 Phonology, morpho-phonology, phonologically-conditioned allomorphy, or just
allomorphy?

Most generative work regarding MH verbal morphology concentrates on the third
person, unsuffixed stems (e.g. Aronoff 1994). The realization of the second stem
vowel as /a/ in the 1st and 2nd persons of the past paradigm is, at best, mentioned
in passing. The assumption is implicit that the third person stems are the bases from
which the other, inflected forms are derived. We will refer to this as the “traditional
view.”

Let us examine this view. As we saw in the introduction, an /a/ appears in the
1/2past configuration in all verbs (except for verbs with vowel final stems). For this
reason, this may be regarded as a case of “neutralization” of the more basic vowels
of the unsuffixed stems. Such an analysis must include some version of “Philippi’s
Law”, which turns /i/ or /e/ into [a] in a stressed syllable:

(8) Philippi’s Law

{/i/,/e/} ⇒ [a] / C ´ CCV /i/ and /e/ become [a] in stressed, non-final
closed syllables.

Now let us try to falsify this rule. It is very easy to find [i] or [e] in non-final closed
syllables in MH, as already mentioned in the introduction (cf. pirca ‘loophole’, negdi
‘opposite’, tixtov ‘she will write’, hexlif ‘change’). But this does not falsify (8), be-
cause the vowels are not stressed. It is considerably harder to find stressed [i] and [e]
in non-final closed syllables, simply because the native vocabulary of MH is largely
stress-final. That said, whenever the rule in (8) can be falsified, it is: cf. the blend
mídrexov ‘pedestrian street’, adjectives kímxi ‘flour-like’ (from kémax ‘flour’) or rígši
‘emotional’, nouns like écba ‘finger’ or émca ‘middle’, or more standard construc-
tions like négba ‘southwards’. A purely phonological rule is wrong.

An alternative is to state (8) as a morpho-phonological rule, i.e. a phonological
rule whose application is limited to a morphologically defined environment. In this

4We thus leave to further research the question about what, or what syntactic nodes exactly, is realized
by the vocalization of a verb, as well as the general topic of relation between syntactic structure and
phonological sign.
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case, the environment would have to be “verbs in the past paradigm”.5 This is just as
ad-hoc as a rule can get: it cannot make predictions and is unfalsifiable. There is no
reason to try to salvage (8) with morpho-phonological conditioning.

We are obliged to state this alternation as an allomorphy rule. The question to ask
now is which allomorph—the [a] of 1/2past or the vowel of the unsuffixed stem—
is the default? And should its conditioning be stated as phonological or in terms of
features? Another question concerns the morpheme that exhibits allomorphy in this
case: is it “vocalization”? What kind of morpheme is “vocalization”? The following
subsection addresses these questions.

2.2 Realization in the verbal system

The analysis in this paper is presented in the form of Vocabulary Items, the main tool
of Distributed Morphology (DM). Vocabulary Items convert syntactic information
into form (9a). This syntactic information is usually formalized in terms of features.
The realization of a feature (or a “bundle” of features) can change according to the
grammatical context. Some Vocabulary Items have no context (9a), others do have a
context. The context can be phonological (9b), syntactic (i.e. another feature; (9c)),
or root-specific (9d).

(9) Vocabulary Items

[abstract feature(s)] [phonological form] Context
a. N[plural] ⇔ [tom]
b. N[plural] ⇔ [to] / __C(V)
c. N[plural] ⇔ [ti] / [dim]
d. N[plural] ⇔ [ta] / List:

√
1,

√
2,

√
3 . . .

The Vocabulary Item in (9a) is not specified for context. By hypothesis, such Vocabu-
lary Items are the default realization, the “elsewhere” case: when no other Vocabulary
Item applies, the feature will be realized according to this Vocabulary Item.

“Roots” in DM are those forms that do not correspond to features. In standard
DM, this term is reserved for the lexical base of a given paradigm or derivation: for
example, the root of both [writing] and [writer] is

√
write.

Roots have an underlying form. For example,
√

write has the form /rajt/. Within
DM, another type of rule, “Readjustment Rules” take the underlying form of a root
and change it in a given context, essentially because in that given context this form

5This environment cannot be simply “verbs” for the following reason. In the data in (7) above, there is no
distinction between masculine and feminine plural forms in the future: jefanek ‘he will spoil’ has only one
plural form jefanku for both masculine and feminine plurals. Nevertheless, there is a standard form of the
feminine plural, derived by attaching the unstressed, consonant-initial suffix -na to the feminine singular
stem tefanek. This form, although absent from day-to-day speech, is still in use in some contexts (e.g. by
teachers whose students are only female). If the vowel /e/ of the suffix became [a] in verbs in general, the
category-specific rule would be confirmed. The opposite is true: the form is tefanékna, not *tefanákna. The
situation in speech is in fact different from that in the standard language. The latter is based on Biblical
Hebrew, where [a] does sometime appear before -na, notably in Type I terádna ‘they (fm.) will descend’.
In other cases, such as in Types II and III, this does not happen even in Biblical/Standard Hebrew. In MH,
as far as we can tell, the vowel is never [a]. If (8) were somehow synchronically a phonological rule limited
to verbs, the change from /e/ to /a/ would not be a problem for speakers.
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is not what is attested. For instance, the Readjustment Rule in (10) states that the
underlying /aj/ of the roots in the list becomes /ow/ in the context of the [past] feature.

(10) Readjustment Rule

/aj/ ⇒ /ow/ / [past] List:
√

write,
√

ride,
√

drive. . .

In other words, Readjustment Rules are simply ad-hoc rules that fix unexpected prob-
lems.6 As the one-way arrow in (10) shows, the fact that a verb has [ow] in the past
does not mean it will have [aj] in its present form: e.g. showed, show, *sh[aj]. By
definition then, such rules are accompanied by a list of roots.

The MH case at hand is therefore not to be “accounted for” using a Readjust-
ment Rule, if only because it is not specific to a given root: it is general. Moreover,
Readjustment Rules take some basic form and change it, whereas in the V∼[a] alter-
nation in question there is no reason to believe—synchronically or diachronically—
that the [a] replaces another vowel. Rather, in one case a vowel [i] or [e] is real-
ized, and in another it is [a]. This phenomenon has nothing to do with underlying
forms.

What is called for is thus a Vocabulary Insertion rule like the ones in (10). Again,
we return to the questions that concluded the last subsection, namely

1. What is the abstract morpheme/feature realized?
2. Which is the less basic allomorph? And how is its context defined?

2.2.1 The independence of stem vowels, and realizing V1

Before devising a rule of allomorphy, one must consider what morpheme under-
goes this allomorphy. It is somewhat erroneous to regard the case at hand as stem-
allomorphy, because the change is not specific to a given stem: it is by-and-large
independent of the consonants of the stem. The three consonants {k,p,c} in the Type
II paradigms, repeated in (11), could be replaced by any other ensemble of three
consonants.

(11) Past and future paradigms of the Type II verb kipec ‘jump around’

What undergoes allomorphy is thus only the vocalization of the stem, represented in
(11) as a set of two vowels. As already mentioned in the introduction, many of the

6Indeed, according to Embick and Halle (2005), “(. . . ) the very nature of the readjustments is such that no
generalizations are lost in this treatment“ (p. 6).
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forms share the same vocalization. For instance, all future forms share a first vowel
[a]. Other forms share only one of the vowels: the first (henceforth V1) or the second
(henceforth V2). This similarity bears a consequence for the devising of Vocabulary
Insertion rules for the system: a rule that states that the vocalization of the 3p.Past is
{i,e/Ø} and that of the future is {a,e/Ø} would fail to express the similarity between
the two.7 In order to express this similarity, it is necessary to separate V1 and V2.
This does not seem to be the case in the data discussed.

The same data, concentrating on the vocalization, is recast in two tables, one for
each vowel, in (12):

(12) Type II: Vocalization by vowel

The first vowel (12a) corresponds to a natural syntactic group: it is [i] in the past
and [a] in the future. Thus, the separation of V1 and V2 constitutes the beginning of a
characterization of the system, by matching syntactic features and specific realization.

Let us start with the formalization of the data in (12a), which will serve as an
example of the way such data will be treated here. The relevant VI is presented in
(13). The morpheme realized by the vocalization is the verbal head when it carries
diacritic “II”8. {Q,T,L} stand for the consonantal positions of the stem. Placing the
realization of the morpheme right after Q assures that the morpheme will be realized
after the first consonant of the stem.

(13) Realization of V1 in Type II: first approximation

a. VII ⇔ Q[i]TL / [past]
b. VII ⇔ Q[a]TL

Let us now move on to the other two active types. The table in (14) graphically con-
veys the similarities and differences between the different V1 vocalizations, adding
columns for the present participle and the infinitive. As the table shows, Type III
has the same V1 vocalizations as Type II; the only difference is the position of the
vowel with respect to the first consonantal position stem. Type I non-past forms,
with the exception of the participle, do not have a V1 vocalization. However, the
past form of Type I has the same vocalization [a] as the non-past forms of Types II
and III.

7Harbour (2008) remarks that caution is needed when making such an argument, since sometimes ho-
mophony is accidental.
8In this sense, the diacritic and the verbal head form a “feature bundle”. In principle, the diacritic could
also have been formalized as the environment for insertion. The choice is inconsequential as far as we can
see.
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(14) Types I–III: V1 vocalizations

Since only the position of the vowel distinguishes between Types II and III, it is
possible to unify their analysis. This can be achieved by assuming that Type III is
characterized by the augmentation of the set {Q,T,L} into {Ø,Q,T,L}; this assump-
tion is clearly stated in Goldenberg (1994), which strongly insists on the parallelism
between Type II and III. Since we defined V1 as roughly “after the first consonantal
position of the stem” (rather than the first consonant), it will appear before Q in Type
III, but after Q in Type II. The rules given above can be re-stated to include Type
III:

(15) Realization of V1 in Type II: second approximation9

a. VII,III ⇔ Q[i]TL / [past]
b. VII,III ⇔ Q[a]TL

The rule in (15b) is formalized in a way that makes [a] the default realization of V1
in Types II and III. Therefore, this [a] does not mark anything besides the verb (i.e., it
does not mark Type). Now recall that the same vocalization was found in Type I [past]
forms: by omitting the Type-specification from (15b), we generalize the realization
rule to include these forms as well:

(16) Realization of V1 in Type II: final

a. VII,III ⇔ Q[i]TL / [past] accounts for kipec, hikpic
b. V ⇔ Q[a]TL accounts for kafac, -kapec, akpic

Thus, a default verbal marker in MH is a V1 vocalization [a].10

The forms of Type I participles and future stems, as well as those of other Types,
remain to be explored with respect to this generalization. From a first look, the
prospects are good: the vowel [o] of the QoTeL participle may very well contain an
[a] (and be underlyingly /QawTeL/; see Faust, forthcoming), and the stems of other,
non-passive Types (NiQTaL, iQaTeL, -itQaTeL) either resemble the future form of
Type I or confirm our analysis. We will return to passive forms in Sect. 2.2.3.

In this subsection, we have devised the two rules that realize the first vowel of
most MH verbs. We have seen that [a] is best described as the default realization of
the position, barring Type-specific information. In the next subsection, we will see
that this default status of [a] can be extended to V2.

9Evidence from spoken Hebrew suggests that rule (15a) might have to be split in two. Whereas the first
vowel [i] of Type III is often pronounced as [e], Type II forms are consistently pronounced with an [i] in
V1. This suggests that speakers treat the realizations of V1 separately for each Type. The rule in (16b),
however, is true of all registers.
10Incidentally, this is the vocalization assumed for the verbal head for Classical Arabic by Guerssel and
Lowenstamm (1996), and more recently in Arbaoui (2010).
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2.2.2 Realizing V2

Having motivated our formalization of V1, we can offer a similar one for V2. In Type
II, we find the alternation a∼e/Ø (2 above), and in the Type III we find a∼i (3 above).
Many vowels can be found in this position in Type I future forms, depending on the
three elements of the root: in the simplest cases, we find o/Ø (4 above).11

The case of V2 is different from that of V1 in two ways. First, the realizations of
V2 when stem-final (or preceding a V-initial suffix) do not correspond to a natural
syntactic class. Secondly, the [a] realization extends beyond the specific verb Type:
it is true of all verbs, and in Type I it is more general than in Types II and III. This
realization, which does correspond to a natural syntactic class (Past[+participant]12),
can also be defined phonologically as preceding a consonant cluster CC, since all
[+participant] suffixes in the past create consonant clusters with the last consonant
of the root (although see footnote 5 regarding this option). The vocalization of V2 is
summarized in (17):

(17) V2 across Types I–III

Because of the syntactic and/or phonological naturalness of the appearance of [a], one
is tempted to propose the set of rules in (18). In this set, there is a default realization
specific to a given class, but a general statement for all verbs with a specific context
(defined phonologically or syntactically). Thus, all Types will be realized identically
in the context in (18a); but outside that context, another vowel is listed. This neces-
sitates one VI for each Type (18c–d), and an additional VI for the past form of Type
I past, that would block the default (18c).13 This set represents the view mentioned
above, according to which the basic realization of a verb is its unsuffixed form.

(18) Realization of V2 in Types I–III: first attempt

a. V ⇔ QT[a]L / [Past, +participant] (or [__CC]13)

b. V ⇔ QT[a]L /[Past]

11Assuming that the vowel [e] of V-suffixed forms is epenthetic (e.g. jišmor/jišmeru ‘he-they will keep’).
12See Noyer (1992) for the decomposition of the different persons into features and the use of
[+/−participant].
13Another option is of course to specify (19c) for the environment “future”, and not specify (19b): the
choice in (19) was made in order to be consistent with the future being the unmarked vocalization in the
discussion of V1. At any rate, two rules need to be assumed for Type I.
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c. V ⇔ QT[o]L

d. VII ⇔ QT[e]L

e. VIII ⇔ QT[i]L

The problem with (18) is the following: having a specific realization for all [Past,
+participant] (or __CC) cases necessitates another rule (18b) for the homophonous
[a] Type I 3past. The generalization is lost according to which [a] is the second vowel
of all the past forms of Type I. Thus, importantly for our present goal of an economic
account that does not miss generalizations, the fact that other Types partially replicate
what is general in Type I is not expressed.15

Now recall our rule for V1, which stated [a] as a default vowel. If one reverses the
specificity in (18), not only can the same be said of V2—making the account more
economic still—but also the problem of Type I disappears. Instead of specifying the
[a]-realization for a context, it is generalized to all verbs (19a). This rule accounts
for all past forms of Type I. For Types II and III, we only need to specify where
something other than [a] is realized; this set of environments is more economically
defined phonologically than syntactically, as __CV]#, i.e. “before the last consonant
of the inflected verb”. For Type I, it is necessary to specify that [o] is the future
form, as it does not appear in the present participle or the past (these are unavoidable
complications for any account).

(19) Realization of V2 in Types I–III: Second and (almost) final set of rules

a. V ⇔ QT[a]L

b. V ⇔ QT[o]L / [future]

c. VII ⇔ QT[e]L / __C(V)]#
15

d. VIII ⇔ QT[i]L / __C(V)]#

The four Vocabulary Items in (19) most economically define the way V2 is realized
within the inflectional paradigms of MH. Since Type I is not specified, and its future
form is conditioned syntactically, rule (19a) applies to all its past forms. Thus, both
the basic status of Type I verbs and the generality of [a] in this Type are expressed
without specification. To summarize, although the 1/2past forms seems to be more

13Notice that the first C of the CC cluster corresponds to the L in the set {Q,T,L}; the environment could
have been represented as “LC”. Because CC is a phonological context, we maintain its representation as
“CC”: the nature of the consonant that corresponds to L is not important.
15Another problem with (18) has to do with precedence by Panini’s parameter, adopted in modern linguis-
tics. As Kiparsky (2005) puts it: “If the set of forms to which rule A is applicable is properly included
in the set of forms to which rule B is applicable, then A is automatically interpreted as superseding B in
the shared domain” (p. 7). The morphemes to be realized in (18d, e) may be understood as subsets of the
morpheme in (18a): they are a more specific type of V, which carries a diacritic. We thus predict, contrary
to fact, that the second vowels of Types II and II will always be [e] and [i] respectively (although see
Bonet and Harbour, to appear for the problem of context specificity). One could try to solve this problem
by introducing order of application or by specifying contexts for (18d, e) such that they do not block (18a).
These solutions are undesirable, either by principle or because a generalization as to default status is lost.
15Here again C corresponds to L of the set {Q,T,L}. See footnote 13.
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marked both phonologically and morphologically, a view of the rule that realizes
these forms as the default rule is superior to the opposite view in (18).

More evidence as to the superiority of this view is put forward in the next subsec-
tion, as well as in our proposal for the realization of V-final stems.

2.2.3 More evidence for the defaultivity of V2 /a/: passive paradigms

MH has two exclusively passive Types, related to active Types II and III (the passive
of Type I is expressed in a verb Type that we will not discuss here, which also includes
many middle-voice verbs). For a verb to appear in such a passive Type, it must appear
in the corresponding active Type. For this reason, there is general consent in the
literature (at least to some extent), that these are not independent Types; we thus
refer to them as Types IIpass(ive) and IIIpass. Their past and future paradigms are
presented in (20).

(20) Paradigms of the exclusively passive Types

a. Type IIpass kupal ‘be folded’

b. Type IIIpass huxpal ‘be doubled’

As can be seen in (20a, b), the vocalization throughout the paradigms of both passive
Types is {u,a}. Thus, these paradigms are no exception to the default status of the [a]
vowel in V2: in fact, in passive verbs this is generalized to the entire paradigm, not
just for [Past,+participant] forms like in active Types II and III, or just for past like
in Type I. This is exactly what we expect if, as we suggested, the /a/ is the default V2
verbal vocalization. As a consequence, there are only two generalizations to express
in describing passive morphology: Passive is expressed by a V1 vowel [u]; and the
realization of V2 in active verbs does not extend to their passive counterparts. These
are expressed in the Vocabulary Items (21a) and (21b–d) respectively. Note that (21b),
being more specific than the V1 realizations of the active counterparts will override
them; as to (21c–e), they are not new rules, but rather only specify a little further
the context of (19b–d) above (the addition of “active” to the conditioning of (21c) is
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especially needed in order to prevent the future form of passives to “fall back” on the
future V2 vocalization of Type I, rather than on the default [a]).

(21) Realization of Passive types: modifications needed

a. V ⇔ QT[a]L
b. [passive] ⇔ Q[u]TL / VII,III
c. V ⇔ QT[o]L / active, [future]
d. VII ⇔ QT[e]L / active, __C(V)]#
e. VIII ⇔ QT[i]L / active, __C(V)]#

That the second vowel of passive Types is always [a] thus follows from (19a) above.
In order to explain the entire passive paradigms, only one rule (21a) has to be added
to the set in (19). We consider this to be noteworthy evidence in favor of the view
expressed in that set, especially regarding the default status of Type I past realizations.

In the spirit of the analysis of active forms, we have separated the rules for V1
and V2. Thus, whereas other analyses may describe the passive as a vocalization
{u,a}, in the preset analysis only the vowel [u] is the realization of passive voice.

Further support for this view comes from Type I. Although Type I verbs do not
have corresponding, exclusively-passive paradigms, many of them do have passive
participles. These passive participles take the form QaTuL: katav ‘write’—katuv
‘written’, kavar ‘bury’—kavur ‘buried’ etc. In other words, we find the V1 vocal-
ization of the Past (unsurprising, considering the perfective, stative meaning of these
participles) alongside the same realization of the passive morpheme as in Types IIpass
and IIIpass. To express this identity, we need only add another environment to (19a).
But two different realizations are needed in an account that defines the passive mor-
pheme of Types II and I as {u,a}.

2.3 Conclusion of Sect. 2 and unification of the accounts of V1 and V2

The list in (22) collapses the lists of realizational rules proposed in this section for V1
and V2. It differs from previous lists in that it unifies the realizations of V1 and V2
[a] in a single rule (22a). This rule states that [a] is the default vocalization of verbs
in MH.

(22) List of Vocabulary Items for V1 and V2 of all Passive and active Types

a. V ⇔ Q[a]T[a]L16

b. VII,III ⇔ Q[i]TL / [past]
d. [passive] ⇔ Q[u]TL / VII,III
e. V ⇔ QT[o]L / active, [future]
f. VII ⇔ QT[e]L / active, __C(V)]#
g. VIII ⇔ QT[i]L / active, __C(V)]#

16A more abstract, auto-segmental view would have V spelled out as one floating /a/, which may fill either
position (or both) when that position is empty. This view is implied by Guerssel and Lowenstamm’s (1996)
analysis of Arabic. Furthermore, I assume that more specific rules for V1 or V2 may block the application
of (22a) only for the position they specify, whereas for the other position (22a) would apply.
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The six rules in (22) cover the regularities in the past and future paradigms of Types
II and III, as well as for their passive counterparts. They also cover the past paradigm
of Type I verbs (and much of its future paradigm) and express the default status of
this Type in the system.18

The reduced number of rules in (23) is made possible by two assumptions:

1. Forms shared by Type I and the other Types are listed without context.
2. V1 and V2 may be listed separately.

Dor (1995)19 is the only previous analysis of these data that we are aware of. In that
paper, the author claims that /a/ is the epenthetic vowel of the verbal system in MH,
relying solely on the fact that it is the most common vowel in the system. The paper
does not offer the set of rules that derive the different forms.

Our proposal resembles Dor’s in the special status it accords to /a/. In both ac-
counts, in order to derive a verb in MH, it is only necessary to specify where the
vowel is not /a/. But this is where the similarity stops. In our account, [a] is by no
means “epenthetic” (this position is not defendable without completely undermining
the notion of epenthesis); it is the default vowel in the expression of the morpheme V.
This important difference sheds light on the basic status of Type I past forms, and en-
ables us to unify the accounts of Type II and III, as well as all the exclusively passive
verbs and participles.

Let us summarize the argument so far. We have seen that most analyses take the
3past to be the most basic form of a verb, from which other forms are derived. This
view relies on the naturalness of the group of stems that deviate from that realization.
In contrast, the set in (22) completely reverses the traditional characterization of the
system: it suggests that the more basic vocalization is the phonologically and syntac-
tically marked one. We have shown that this view is more economic for three reasons:

(1) It emphasized the basic status of Type I.
(2) It unifies the account of V1 and V2 in Type I.
(3) It allows for an economic (one rule) account for the exclusively passive Types.

No other formalization of MH inflectional morphology has ever been proposed, to
the best of our knowledge. We contend that the account presented above is more
economic than any account that takes the unsuffixed form as the basis of derivation.

In the next section, we show that the account in (22) has another merit in that it can
easily and economically be extended to V-final stems. This extension is not available
in the traditional conception of the system.

3 V-final stems

All verb Types have two distinct sub-groups of verbs that do not have a stable third
consonant. More often than not, the stems of these verbs end in a vowel. Let us call
them V-final1 and V-final2:

18The present participles of all Types are not included in the account proposed in this section, mainly
because they add little to the discussion. In order to include Type II and III active and passive participles,
all that is needed is a rule that prefixes an m-. For the form of Type I participles, see Faust (to appear).
19A paper only made available to us after the completion of the first version of this paper.
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(23) The two types of V-final stems and their C-final counterparts in Types I–III

aThat the vowel [a] rather than [o] appears here is due to a process much wider in its
distribution than this sub-group. Type I V2 is [a] whenever a historical guttural precedes
or follows that position: ša�al-yiš�al ‘ask’, caxak-yicxak ‘laugh’, samax-yismax ‘rejoice’
(x being a historical guttural [�] in these cases). This phenomenon is tangetial to the
analyses (see Faust 2005 for an OT analysis).

The group designated as V-final1 is nearly identical to C-final verbs in its vocaliza-
tion: it differs only in the V2 vocalization of the past [+participant] in Types II and
III. In other words, V-final1 verbs show one partial (i.e. specified for Type) exception
to the generalizations that are correct for C-final ones.

The group called V-final2 in (23), on the other hand, differs quite substantially
from C-final verbs. The differences are as follows:

(24) Differences between V-final2 in (23) and the C-final verbs

As can be seen in (24), there are four consistent differences between V-final2 verbs
and C-final ones. In three cases (24a, c, d), where C-final verbs vary according to type,
V-final2 verbs act in a uniform fashion; and exactly where uniformity characterizes
C-final verbs (24b), V-final2 ones show variation according to Type. This is very
much unlike V-final1 verbs.

In this section, we will ask the two following questions:

Q1. In what sense are the stems in question V-final?
Q2. What do the realization rules previously establish predict for these two new

types?
How may the different realizations of V-final verbs best be formalized?

The traditional answer to Q1 is well-known to Semiticists: in order to explain the
exceptional vowel-final nature, a hypothetical third element, with a specific under-
lying phonological nature, is assumed to occupy the position that is occupied by a
surface consonant in C-final verbs. In what follows, we will adopt this traditional
solution, and integrate it in the analytic answer to Q2. In the analysis, we will see
that V-final1 verbs—as is traditionally assumed—have an underlying glottal stop as
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a third element, which is deleted in the phonology. V-final2 verbs, on the other hand,
have a final underlying /j/ as a third element. However, in both cases, phonology
alone cannot account for all the realizations of the verbal stem, and realization rules
must be devised that reference the phonological properties of the third element. Thus
both /�/ and /j/ function both as phonemes and as class markers: they have a default
phonological shape which can be altered by specific realization rules.20

In addition, we will see that the VI’s established in the previous section are con-
firmed by this new set of data, in that they allow for an economic account that makes
predictions that are unavailable to a phonological account.

3.1 V-final1 verbs are �-final verbs

In this section, we show that the group referred to above as V-final1 is in fact not
V-final at all, but rather C-final. Its slight deviation from the pattern predicted on
the basis of the VI’s in (22) is mainly due to general phonological processes in the
language.

As discussed above, the V-final1 verbs in (25) have almost exactly the same vo-
calization as C-final verbs: the only exception is the V2 vowel of 1/2Past forms in
all Types except Type I. The table in (25) contrasts V-final1 verbs with C-final verbs;
the problematic colon is framed:

(25) Another type of V-final verbs?21,22

Traditionally, the V-final verbs in (25) are not viewed as V-final at all: it is assumed
that their third consonant is a glottal stop /�/, thereby explaining their regularity. Al-
ready in Biblical Hebrew, there was a nearly-phonetic rule that deleted glottal stops

20For this reason, Gonen (2009) suggests that all root components, including those that are the topic of
this paper, are “morpho-phonemes”. The view in the present paper maintains the phonemic properties of
the root component as its default realization. There is thus no need to assume any special status for root
components.
21In Type I, there is one frequent verb, sana ‘hate’, that has a 1/2past stem sane- and not *sana-. This and
one or two other, very rare verbs like it (cf. yare, yare- ‘dread’) are subject to reanalysis in speech.
22In view of (25), a reviewer suggests an alternative to the analysis developed hitherto. Assume that Type I
past [a] is not the result of a default rule but rather specified in a rule (V ⇔ QT[a]L / [past]). Furthermore,
assume that Instead of /a/, /e/ is the default vowel, and assume a phonological rule /e/⇔[a] in stressed non-
final syllables. With the addition of rules (22e, g) this will result in the differences in (25). In other words,
the realization of V-final1 in (25) in fact reveals the true underlying nature of the default V2 vowel of the
system. We have several objections to this view. First, it proposes the unfalsifiable (and at best falsified)
rule discussed in Sect. 2.1. Second, it does not have the advantages that our analysis has in having the same
default vowel for V1 and V2 and in accounting for passive vocalization. Finally, as we will see Sect. 3.2,
it does not make the same correct prediction for forms of V-final2 verbs.
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in coda position, with nearly no effect on phonological processes. In MH, glottal
stops are only heard occasionally, but the rule is arguably just as valid as in Biblical
Hebrew. Glottal stops are perfectly detectable, in that they explain not only the near-
perfect regularity of the verbs above, but also the existence of hiatuses as in Type III
2fm.future (t)-akpi-i ‘you (fm.) will freeze’ or the epenthesis in Type III 2fm.future
(ti)-kre-i ‘you (fm.) will read’.

These verbs are important for our investigation for two related reasons. First, they
constitute a case where all Types differ from Type I in realization, rather than resem-
ble it. And second, they exhibit a phonological alternation between [a] and [e], also
apparent in V-final2 forms.23

In this paper, we adopt the traditional view, namely that there is an underlying third
element /�/ in V-final1 verbs, which is deleted in the phonology. Before we treat the
problematic cases, let us clarify how the set of rules devised for C-final cases in (22)
accounts for /�/-final ones. Consider, for example, V2 of the stem in Type II 3past
form pinek. This vowel fits the description in (22f) (VII ⇔ QT[e]L /active,__C(V)]#)
and is thus realized as [e] (26a). This is exactly the same in a �-final verb, where the
glottal stop occupies the last consonantal position (26b). However, since in (26b) the
/�/ is in a coda position, it is subsequently deleted:

(26) pinek vs. kine/�/ : the effect of the deletion of �

Notice that there are two stages in (26): first, the vocalization is inserted according
to the rules in (22); then, phonology is applied to the underlying representation. The
rest of the cases in (25) are accounted for similarly by the rules in (22).

Now consider the cases framed in (25). In all Types but Type I, we find a
stressed [é] in an open syllable in �-final verbs, where other C-final verbs have
[a] in a closed one. This alternation is quite common in MH. The first vowel of
many nouns of the type QéTeL (the infamous “Segholates”) alternates with [a]
when derivational suffixes are added and the syllable is closed QaTL- (34a). The
same is true for the last stem vowel [é] of any word ending in the sequence [éCet],
i.e. with the unstressed feminine suffix -et (34b). This alternation is also found—
although very rarely—in morphologically simplex words ending in CéCeC sequences
pairs (34c).

23All stages of the language, from Biblical Hebrew to Modern Hebrew, show some confusion between �-
final and V-final verbs. For example, in MH, the Type II verb lekane ‘be jealous’ supposedly belongs to the
sub-group �-final, but speakers often say lekanot, as if it belonged to V-final stems (cf. lešanot ‘change’).
Nevertheless, the existence of two sub-groups cannot be denied, because �-final stems regularly treat the
third position as occupied by a consonant: kin�-u ‘they envied’ is perfectly acceptable, whereas *šin�u
‘they changed’ isn’t. Because the two sub-groups are always distinguishable, the existence of the �-final
sub-group, as well as the confusion that sometimes arises with V-final verbs, has no bearing on the main
claims of this paper.
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(27) [a]∼[é] in closed/open syllable respectively24

Accounting for this alternation is a topic for another paper, especially since stress
needs to be factored in. Indeed, [a] appears in pretonic open syllables, too (daléket-
dalakot ‘inflammation (sg.-pl.)’). We will not explore this matter further, but rather
assert that this is a phonological alternation: a non-final, stressed vowel /e/ in an open
syllable alternates with a vowel [a] in a closed one.

Back to the �-final verbal paradigms, recall the only difference between these
verbs and regular C-final verbs: in the 1/2past forms of all Types but Type I, where
C-final verbs have a vowel [a] and the syllable is always closed (cf. hifráx-ti, hifrix
‘falsify’), �-final verbs had a stressed vowel [é] in an open syllable (cf. hikre-ti vs.
hikri ‘read (to someone)’). We know that � is deleted in coda position. Provided the
phonological regularity described in (27) above, it is in fact predicted that if the vowel
were underlyingly /a/, it should surface as [é], as it does.

This change is presented graphically in (28). Again, first the vocalization is in-
serted along the lines of (22) above: since no specific rule holds, it is /a/. Then,
through a phonological process, � is deleted. The vowel /a/ is not in a closed syl-
lable, and is therefore realized as [e].

(28) hifraxti vs. hikréti: the effect of the deletion of �25,26

24We have purposely avoided possessive suffixes, the stems of which show the same alternations as in
(27), because of the high register they belong to. We are nevertheless convinced that speakers do have an
intuition regarding many of these forms. It is important to mention them here in order to show that this
alternation is not restricted to derivation.
25In this example as well as the rest of the templatic representations in the paper, we represent the skeletal
tier as made up of strictly alternation CV units. For motivation of this view, originating in Kaye et al.
(1990), see Lowenstamm (1996) or Scheer (2004).
26This representation leaves some questions open, such as the realization of the nucleus before the conso-
nant of the suffix and/or the rule ordering probably necessary in (28b). It is only meant as an illustration
here; as we said, a fuller phonological explanation will lead us away from the goal of the paper.
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To conclude this first problem, there is nothing irregular about this [é] realization. The
same Vocabulary Insertion rule that inserts /a/ in V2 C-final verbs insert one here; no
specific �-final stems need be postulated.

Now recall the second reason we discuss these verbs: in Type I, this phonological
alternation does not take place: we find kara, kara-ti ‘read’, not *kareti. The vowel
/a/ is realized as [a], although it is in the same environment as in other verbs ((27)
above).

There are several ways to account for this exceptionality, and we will not go into
them here. The point we wish to make here is a general one: up until now, we have
seen specific rules for Types other than Type I, whereas the realization in Type I was
described as the default verbal realization. When the specific rules for the formation
of other verbs did not hold, the rules that were true for Type I applied. In the case at
hand, Type I must be specified in the rule devised.

To summarize this subsection, we have seen that the view according to which /a/
is the default vowel in V2 is compatible with the behavior of the first type of V-final1
verbs, which are in fact �-final. Two conclusions are important for what follows:

1. When the third consonant of the root is realized as Ø, the 1/2 is expected to be [e].
2. Some rules must specify Type I as their environment of application.

We will return to these conclusions in the next subsection, where we extend the anal-
ysis to the V-final2 verbs.

3.2 Why should V-final2 stems be V-final?

Consider the two sets of forms in (29a, b), respectively of a C-final verb and a V-final2
verb.

(29) V-final2 verbs vs. C-final verbs in Type I

The two verbs in (29) belong to Type I (as demonstrate e.g. by the identical V1
vocalization or the lack of a prefix m- in the participle). The verb in (29a) has three
stable elements {x,n,k}. The verb in (29b) seems to have no third element: no final
stem-consonant appears in any verbal form except the infinitive. However, the second
vowel of the V-final stems is altered in three cases:

(1) 1/2Past is xanák- in C-final verbs but xaní- for V-final2 ones.
(2) Future is -xnok in C-final verbs but -xne for V-final2 ones.
(3) Infinitive is again -xnok in C-final verbs but -xnot for V-final2 ones.
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Unlike �-final verbs, V-final2 verbs present several differences already in Type I. Now
recall the rules developed above for V2, repeated in (30).

(30) List of Vocabulary Items for the realization of V2

a. V ⇔ QT[a]L
b. V ⇔ QT[o]L / active, [future]
d. VII ⇔ QT[e]L / active, __C(V)]#
e. VIII ⇔ QT[i]L / active, __C(V)]#

These rules were sufficient to derive C-final past and future forms. Clearly, they can-
not do so for the V-final2 verb in (29b): Although the 3past is correctly predicted to be
[a] (a point which we will return to), the Type I 1/2past vocalization [i] is nowhere to
be found in (30), and neither is the future [e]. If anything, these are wrongly predicted
to be respectively [a] *xana- and [o] *-xno.

As mentioned above, the differences between C-final and of V-final2 verbs are
traditionally explained through postulating an underlying third element /j/, which can
be realized as a vowel [i] or as a glide [j]. The next subsection discusses this option.

3.2.1 V-final2 verbs are /j/-final???

There are a number of reasons to believe the traditional view of V-final2 verbs as /j/-
final. First, the V2 vowel in Type I 1/2past is not just any vowel: it is [i]. Secondly,
the nominal/adjectival items in (31a–d), which are clearly related to those in (29b)
above, regularly contain a glide [j] exactly where one would expect it if it were placed
in the same position as the corresponding third consonant of C-final verbs. Finally,
and most importantly, there are no verbs with a final glide that is realized as such in
verbal inflection (31e). Indeed, /j/ is the only phoneme in MH that cannot ever appear
in this position.27 Therefore, it is at least plausible that the complications in (29b)
result from its underlying presence.

(31) Reasons to accept a third element /i/

(a) Passive participles x a n u k ‘strangled’
x a n u j ‘parked’

(b) Action nouns x a n i k a ‘act of strangling’
x a n i j a ‘(act of) parking’

(c) Agentive nouns x a n k a n ‘strangler’
x a n j a n ‘parker’

(d) Other nouns x e n j o n ‘parking place/lot’
(e) Impossibility *x a n a j-(ti) cf. xanak-ti

*x a n a j (in verbal inflection) xanak

27This generalization takes into account verbs derived from loanwords. A reviewer notes that [b], for
example, never appears in this position either, because a rule of Biblical Hebrew had /b/ spirantize into [v]
after a vowel. However, if a loanword, say seleb ‘celebrity’ is made into a verb, we do find [b] in the third
position (e.g. lehistaleb ‘become a celebrity’). With /j/, this is not so even for loanwords. For example, for
the base dí��ej ‘DJ’, one cannot derive any verbal form with /j/ (*leda��ej, *di��aj-ti). Such words, insofar as
it is possible to tell from their limited number, join V-final1 or V-final2.
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If so, the view according to which there is a third element /i/ in these special cases
does enjoy some empirical support. In order to validate an analysis with an underlying
final /i/, it must now be asked how exactly the forms in (29b) synchronically follow
from this underlying /i/.

The answer is that they don’t. There is no way to derive the attested V-final2
stems by applying the same set of vocalizations as C-final one and letting the regular
phonology of the language apply. In order to prove this claim, let us take three forms
in Type I: the 1/2Past, the future and the infinitive.

The 1/2 past forms of C-final verbs have the vocalization {a,a} (e.g. xanak ‘he
strangled’), whereas the V-final2 has the vocalization {a,i}. One may assume, as in
(32), that both xanakti and xaniti are built on the same template, which has 4 CV
units and [a] in the first V-slot. In the case of a C-final stem (32a), the [a] spreads to
the second V-slot; but no such spreading is called for if the third element of the set in
a vowel, as in (32b).

(32) xanakti ‘I strangled’ vs. xaniti ‘I parked’: autosegmental representation

This seems to be a promising scenario. However, the view that phonology is always
at play runs into problems when considering the future the infinitive forms, repeated
in (33):

(33) V-final vs. C-final non-past forms in Type I: future and infinitive forms

The future and infinitive forms are identical in the C-final verbs in (33a) but dif-
ferent in (33b). Here, the V-final2 paradigm makes a distinction that is not made in
the C-final paradigm.28 The C-final forms are both -xnok. Whether or not this /o/ is
considered to be shared by V-final2 stems, the same phonological situation (framed
in 34) leads to two different results. It is unclear why the two identical phonolog-
ical scenarios framed in (34) should give xne in the future but xnot in the infini-
tive.

28This is not true in all cases. The C-final paradigm, too, may in some cases have distinct future and
infinitive forms, notably when the second or third radicals are historical gutturals: š�al - š�ol ‘ask (3fut.-
inf.)’. Again, it is the infinitive that preserves a vowel [o] for some reason.
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(34) yaxne; laxnot ‘park (3sg.m.; infinitive)’: autosegmental representations

We conclude that the realization of the right edge of the word in the case of V-final2
verbs (at least sometimes) cannot be derived phonologically by assuming the same
vocalization as C-final verbs.29

A possible objection to this conclusion is that maybe we haven’t looked hard
enough for a phonological solution. After all, analyses like (32) are standard practice
in the autosegmental literature on Semitic languages, at least since McCarthy (1981).
Maybe each of the exceptionalities of V-final2 stems can be explained phonologically.

Let us give this view the benefit of the doubt. If some exclusively phonological
calculation is responsible for the exceptionalities of V-final2 verbs, a strong predic-
tion is made: in a different phonological environment, the exceptionalities will also be
different.30 More specifically, the combination of the underlying /j/ with a preceding
/o/ should not yield the same result as its combination with a preceding /i/.

Up until now, this section examined only the V-final2 stems in Type I. As we
saw, there are V-final2 stems in all Types. These other verbal Types constitute other
phonological environments. The prediction above is therefore falsifiable. The table
in (35) presents all the exceptionalities of V-final2 verbs, compared to their C-final
counterparts.

(35) C-final vs. V-final2 realizations in Types I–III

29Already Schwarzwald (1984) asserts that this is the case, although she does not prove her claim.
30A reviewer notes that in fact the prediction is not as strong as that. They suggest that a phonological
scenario may in principle exist that would neutralize all the environments to give one output from different
inputs. In other words, the prediction is that in a different phonological environment, the exceptionalities
may be different. As no such phonological rule has ever been advanced, and considering the different
environments at play, we prefer to maintain the stronger version of the prediction.
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The prediction of the strictly-phonological account is falsified: there is not one re-
alization of V-final2 verbs in Types I–III that somehow follows from the different
context. For instance, one might be tempted to equate the [o] of Type I C-final in-
finitives with that of the V-Final2 [ot]; but no such analogy can be made for V-final2
forms in other Types, because no [o] appears in the C-final verbs. The same problem
may be illustrated for the 1/2Past forms: whereas in the C-final verbs, the vocaliza-
tion is always [a], in V-final2 forms it is either [i] (Types I, II) or [e] (Type III). This is
another illustration of the non-phonological nature of the data: in the same environ-
ment, different Types behave differently, in a way that does not follow from anything
in their form elsewhere. Indeed, all other Types (Passive and Middle-Voice), which
have V2 vocalization like those of Types I and II, behave like Type III in the 1/2past
forms. This fact is especially telling, because the [i] of Types I and II is the only devi-
ation from the C-final verbs that we have proposed a phonological account for (32).
As it turns out, that phonological explanation would not work for Types other than I
and II.

To summarize, the synchronic form of V-final verbs does not result from phono-
logical processes. Indeed, only one generalization presents itself, and quite clearly
at that: V-final verbs have a set of realizations that override (informally speaking)
the regular realizations of the different Types. That said, the reasons provided above
(31) to think that these verbs are /j/-final still hold. How can these generalizations be
formalized?

3.2.2 /j/ is both a class marker and an underlying phoneme

In this subsection, we formalize realization rules to cover the deviations of V-final2
verbs from the previously established set of realizations. In the process, we show two
reasons that this established set is preferable to the traditional view.

In the last subsection, it was shown that within the verbal system, there is lit-
tle reason to posit an underlying /j/. Indeed, V-final2 verbs seem to have “nothing”
where other verbs have a third consonant. Nevertheless, outside the verbal system,
this “nothing” is consistently realized as a glide [j] ((31) above).31

We propose to express this sensitivity to category as in (36). This rule has as its
input the tripartite set to which vocalization is applied, and states that when the third
element of that set is /j/, it is realized as [Ø] in the verbal system.32

31One may assume that this /j/ is present underlyingly in verbs, too, but that it is never found in the same
phonological environment as in nouns. This is false: for example, corresponding to naxra ‘she snored’,
we find saxta ‘she swam’ not *saxja, although agentive nouns such as saxjan ‘swimmer’ are productively
generated by speakers.
32One may ask why there should be a category-specific realization. The answer we provide is of a di-
achronic nature. The data in the body of the paper are very similar to those of Biblical Hebrew (in fact,
Biblical Hebrew arguably makes an even better case for a non-phonological realization, as it has shortened
III-j forms, with no V2 at all). Some evidence exists that at a pre-Biblical stage in the development of
Hebrew, some /j/’s within the verbal system were realized (Saénz-Badillos 1993). However, as other forms
became opaque, paradigmatic pressure triggered change in these forms too. Since nominal paradigms are
relatively free from the verbal ones, these changes did not affect them. Synchronically, the rule in (36) is
probably just an ad-hoc generalization that a learner may make.
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(36) The realization of /j/ is sensitive to category

{Q,T,j} ⇔ QTØ / V

The rule in (36) is not the standard type of realization rule within DM, because it
contains “phonological” information on the left side of the equation. This is more
typical of readjustment rules. But (36) is clearly not a readjustment rule either. In
Sect. 2.2, we defined readjustment rules as being root-specific and directional. The
rule in (36) is neither. It is not root-specific—it applies to all /j/-final roots—and it is
not directional, because (in the verbal system) every /j/-final root is realized without
a third element, and every stem without a third element is a /j/-final root. This is very
much unlike the readjustment rules for English write in Sect. 2.2. Rather, the way to
consider /j/ on the left side of the rule in (36) is as a class marker: a third-element
/j/ equals a third consonantal slot in the verbal template to which the element /Ø/ is
linked, as shown in (37):

(37) Template of a /j/-final verb

Back to the verb-noun distinction, because the realization of the third element /j/
outside the verbal system is not stated, it proceeds along phonological lines, and /j/
surfaces as [j]. Thus, through the use of the default status, we may both maintain the
traditional notion of these verbs being /j/-final and avoid a phonological account of
the verbal forms.

Assuming the rule in (36), we may very well label the sub-group as it is tradi-
tionally labeled, namely III-j. (38) summarizes the V2 vocalization of III-j verbs and
compares it to that of III-C verbs (for the time being, we ignore the 3fm.past, to which
we return in the next subsection):

(38) III-j vs. III-C : V2 vocalizations

a. III-j

b. III-C

An important point, already alluded to above, is revealed in the comparison of the
3past forms. Whereas III-C verbs vary in their 3past vocalization according to the
verbal Type, III-j verbs always show [a] in this configuration, regardless of Type. This
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vowel [a] is precisely the vowel we have put forth as the default vowel of the system
(39a). Now, for this not to stand in the way of the III-C Type-specific realizations,
we have devised the rules in (39b, c). These rules block the default [a] realization in
Types II and III in the phonological context __C(V)]#. This context, however, does
not hold for /j/-final verbs, since the element /Ø/, which is not a consonant, occupies
the last consonantal position. In other words, the previously established rules for V2
predict the [a] realization of V2 of III-j verbs in the 3past, as well as its independence
from Type.

(39) Previously established rules for V2: III-C

a. V ⇔ QT[a]L
b. VII ⇔ QT[e]L / active, __C(V)]#
c. VIII ⇔ QT[i]L / active, __C(V)]#

The fact that the realization rules developed independently for III-C verbs are capable
of deriving a regularity of III-j verbs is yet another addition to their correctness.33

One central point to our analysis in this paper is the expression of the default
nature of Type I. Because Type I forms are the default option, in order to state the V2
realization III-j of verbs in Type I, rules need to be added only for the different forms,
namely the future, infinitive and 1/2Past forms (see (38)). These rules are given in
(40), with the specification of III-j as an environment (recall that this can be a class
marker).

(40) Type I V2: III-j

a. V ⇔ QT[i]L /III-j, [past,+participant] derives: xaníti, cf. xanákti
b. V ⇔ QT[e]L /III-j, [future] derives: -xne, cf. -xnok
c. V ⇔ QT[ot] /III-j, [infinitive] derives: -xnot, cf. -xnok

The rules in (40a, b) do not specify a realization for the last consonant position.
Since the third element in this class is Ø, nothing is realized in the position. The rule
in (40c), on the other hand, states that the third vocalic and consonantal positions
should be viewed as occupied by [ot].

Notice that no verbal Type is specified (40). By not specifying the verbal Type,
it is predicted that other Types will act exactly as Type I for III-j, because the Type-
specific environment __C(V)# does not hold in this case. This is exactly what needs
to be expressed: with the exception of the i∼e variation in the 1/2Past, all Types fall
back on Type I for their realization of III-j verbs. In other words, the uniformity of III-
j verbs across Types is expressed most economically by treating the Type I 1/2Past
vocalization as the default, more basic one. We contend that the traditional analysis,
which takes as the base the 3past form of each Type, cannot express this uniformity.
This adds further support to the analysis presented in this paper.

Finally, as we saw above, there is one exception to the default nature of Type I:
In Types III–V, the vocalization of 1/2past is [e] and not [i]. In fact, in the dis-
cussion of �-final verbs, we have seen that when the realization of third element

33Note also that Dor’s view of [a] as epenthetic cannot make the analogy between xanak and xana: there
is no sense in which the latter bold [a] can be epenthetic, since there is not final consonant.
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is Ø, the expected V2 realization before C-initial suffixes is [e]. In other words, the
Past[+participant] realization of III-j verbs in Types I–III necessitates no rule, and
that of Types I and II has to be specified for these types. The modification is included
in (41e), as part of the list of the rules developed hitherto regarding V2.

(41) The entire set of rules accounting for V2 of III-/j/, III-/�/ and III-C verbs in
all Types

a. {Q,T,j} ⇔ QTØ / V
b. V ⇔ QT[a]L
c. VII ⇔ QT[e]L / active, __C(V)]#
d. VIII ⇔ QT[i]L / active, __C(V)]#
e. VI,II ⇔ QT[i]L /III-j, [past,+participant]
f. V ⇔ QT[e]L /III-j, [future]
g. V ⇔ QT[ot] /III-j, [infinitive]

With the exception of the 3fm.past, these are all the rules needed to cover the V2
realizations of all Types. We take this reduced number of realization rules to be a
general point in favor of the present analysis.

As it turns out, the 3fm.past presents yet another argument in favor of our analysis.

3.2.3 A note on the 3fmPast realization of III-j verbs

As shown above (35), the 3fm.past form of III-j exhibits a [t] before the suffix -a, i.e.
in the position of the third consonant of III-C verbs (III-j xanta ‘she parked’ vs. xanka
‘she strangled’). This form has always intrigued linguists working on Hebrew: is this
[t] to be regarded as replacing the third consonant, or as part of an allomorph -ta of
the feminine suffix -a? We are not aware of any synchronic answer provided for this
question.34

Clearly, whichever way the ending [ta] is analyzed, a specific rule for the real-
ization of the feminine 3fm.past has to be devised. We now show that the system
proposed here can point out the right analysis, by clarifying the predictions made by
each view.

Consider first a regular III-j 1/2past form, say Type III hifréti ‘I fertilized’. We
have suggested that no rule has to be devised for these forms, because assuming the
underlying vowel is /a/, this vowel surfaces as [e] in this configuration: /hifraØti/⇒
[hifréti] ‘I fertilized’. That said, recall that the general rule for Type III verbs stated
that their V2 vowel is /i/ in the environment __C(V)]# (before a the last consonant
of the inflected verb). In the surface-form of [hifréti], the V2 vowel is in such an

34Harbour (2008) explicitly says that “[i]t is difficult to argue unequivocally for Modern Hebrew that the
t here is an allomorph of the feminine singular.” He does assume this, as part of a larger argument for an
alternation between “orthographic h” (actually [a]) and t as the feminine marker in the language as a whole.
A possible diachronic explanation for these forms is found in Blau (1972) or in Gesenius (1910). Since the
masculine form is CVCa (e.g. pina ‘he evacuated’), adding the regular feminine suffix -a (originally -at) to
the stem would result in the homophony of masculine and feminine forms (pina + a ⇒ pinaa ⇒ [pina]).
The original /t/ of the feminine suffix /at/ was retained in order to avoid this homophony: CVCa vs.
CVCat. Subsequently, by analogy to III-C forms, another feminine suffix was added and the [t] retained.
This account is irrelevant for a synchronic analysis.
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environment, namely the [t] of the suffix -ti, but it is not [i]. This is probably due to
the underlying string /ØtV/ that follows V2 in /hifraØti/.

Now consider the 3fm.past in the same Type III. Whereas regular III-C verbs have
the form hiQTíLa (e.g. hifríxa ‘she falsified’), with a stressed vowel /i/, III-j verbs
have hifreta ‘she fertilized’, with the stressed ending [ta] and the epenthetic vowel [e]
in V2 (*hifrta). If the [t] of this ending occupied the position of the third consonant,
e.g. just like the [x] of hifríxa, the same realization would be expected: *hifríta (42a).
However, if this /t/ is part of the suffix, then the 3fm.past hifre-ta is underlyingly
/hifrVØ-ta/, in which case it is analogous to 1/2past forms. As we just discussed, the
V2 vowel in these forms is /a/. We thus predict the insertion of /a/ in the 3fm.past, as in
(42b). Like any V2 vowel /a/ before the 3fm.past suffix, this vowel is not realized: e.g.
maxac-maxca ‘crush’; dubar-dubra ‘speak (pass.)’. If the resulting cluster is illicit,
an epenthetic [e] surfaces: pursam-pursema ‘publish (pass.)’.

(42) The two possible analyses of 3fm.past [ta] and their predictions

Thus, our preceding analysis has provided the tools by which the predictions of the
two accounts can be tested. The account according to which the [t] “replaces” the
third consonant of the stem was falsified; associating this [t] to an allomorph of the
suffix -a, in contrast, makes the correct prediction. We thus propose the rules in (43)
for this suffix:

(43) Vocabulary Items for feminine Past[−participant]35

a. [gender] ⇔ [-a] / [past, −participant]
b. [gender] ⇔ [-ta] / [past, −participant], III-j

As the rule in (43a) is a general rule, the rule in (43b) takes precedence over it.
We remark that a competing analysis, wherein the basic form is unaffixed /i/ (and

not 1/2past [a]), would not be of any help in the task described in this subsection.
In fact, it would predict *hifríta for attested hifreta. If so, once again, our analysis is
shown to make strong, falsifiable predictions, solving an old dilemma on the analysis
of feminine [ta]. Clearly, the case of the feminine marker -ta is but one phenomenon
among many in the MH verbal system that would profit from a thorough formaliza-
tion like the one presented in this paper.

35The suffix -a marks gender on many nouns, too. The specification for [past] in (43a) misses that gener-
alization. However, no specification would result in over generalization: future forms (e.g. t-afrix ‘she will
falsify’) do not have this suffix. A very abstract view may suggest that the underlying form of the suffix is
/at/ (a claim that is harder to prove for verbs than for nouns). This string would be prefixed—rather than
suffixed—in the future, resulting in /at-afrix/, with the initial /a/ disappearing and leaving the correct form
[tafrix]. We preferred to avoid suggesting this abstraction in the body of the paper.
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This completes our account of all the forms of III-j verbs, which we summarize in
the next subsection.

3.3 Conclusion of Sect. 3

In this section, we have provided the list of realization rules necessary to account
for III-j verbs. One aspect of our account may pose a conceptual problem for many
Semiticists: we do not derive any the different forms from the specific phonological
nature of /j/. Indeed, the rules formalized do not treat the third element of III-j verbs;
they list how the right edge of these verbs should look when this last element is not
realized.

Thus, our first non-phonological proposal was a specific [Ø] realization for the
third element of the tripartite set if it is /j/ and the item derived is a verb. Then,
we listed the realizations preceding this [Ø] when they are not identical to what is
already stated in the more general rules. In other words, the existence of /j/ in the third
position of the tripartite set is equivalent to a class-marker: it triggers a set of specific
realizations, at least some of which do not follow from the phonological environment.
However, this class-marker also has a phonemic identity, which is revealed outside
the verbal system, where no rule states a realization for it. A third element /j/ is thus
both a class-marker and a phoneme.

As mentioned above, a possible criticism may be that this theoretical choice may
constitute a loss of a phonological generalization. We hope to have shown from sev-
eral angles that a phonological account gives wrong predictions: to the extent that
such an account is falsifiable, it is also falsified. If this is true, simply stating the
different realizations, as we have done, seems to be the only way to go.

That said, we acknowledge that a strictly phonological explanation—which has
never been proposed—would be preferable to the lists in our proposal. Such future
analyses, if they are put forth, are certainly welcome. Critics may therefore consider
this paper as an invitation for an alternative analysis. For the time being, we assert that
it is no accident that no such proposal has been made: it is simply not possible, in our
opinion, to further reduce the amount of arbitrariness in our account. (44) presents
the set of rules hitherto established for III-C and III-j:

(44) Vocabulary Items of III-C, III-j

a. General (III-C)
i. V ⇔ QT[a]L
ii. V ⇔ QT[e]L / [present]
iii. V ⇔ QT[o]L / [future], [infinitive]
iv. VII ⇔ QT[e]L / active, __C(V)]#
v. VIII ⇔ QT[i]L / active, __C(V)]#

b. III-j
i. {Q,T,j} ⇔ QT[Ø] / V
ii. VI,II ⇔ QT[i]L / III-j, [1/2 past]
iii. V ⇔ QT[e]L / III-j, [future]
iv. V ⇔ QT[ot] / III-j, [infinitive]
v. [gender] ⇔ [-ta] / III-j, [past]
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The ten rules in (44) describe the realization of V2 across all Types, for both III-C and
III-j forms. The five rules in (44a) are repeated from Sect. 2. In the present section,
by adding only four rules the list (44bii–v), the entire sub-group of III-j verbs in
all Types has been covered. Rule (44bi) was formulated in order to account for the
regular surfacing of /j/ in non-verbal forms.

As in the case of the previous section, the main advantage of our account is its eco-
nomic nature: by treating the 1/2past realization as the default case, and describing
the C-final realization as the more specific one, we have rendered redundant sev-
eral rules and accounted for the repetition of Type I realizations in all other Types.
We have also explained the confinement of the identity between the III-� and III-j
paradigms to 1/2past forms. Finally, we have been able to determine the identity of
the 2fm.pas [t], only vaguely treated elsewhere.

4 Conclusion

This paper examined the realization of inflectional paradigms in the Semitic root-
and-pattern morphological system of Modern Hebrew.

In Sect. 2, it was shown that the changes in the vowels of the stem are not pre-
dictable from the phonological principles of the language. Instead, a system of real-
izational statements was proposed, in which two different, independent positions V1
and V2 were identified and defined relative to a basic interdigitable set of elements.
A central notion in the account was default status, accorded to the vocalization of
Type I verbs in the past. This move allowed for an optimally economic set of rules,
including a unifying account of (at least some of) the forms of Types II and III, as
well as the passive morpheme. It further has the advantage of assuming the same de-
fault vowel for V1 and V2. The traditional view, according to which the unsuffixed
form of each Type is basic, has been shown to be less economic.

Section 3 extended the account to the sets/roots with a final underlying glide /j/.
Within the verbal system, such roots give rise to a set of mostly vowel-final verbal
stems. These vowels only partially correlate with those of stems ending in consonants.
Again, it was claimed that the traditional analysis, according to which the different
realizations are synchronically the phonological reflex of this final /j/, is untenable,
and especially so because these verbs have almost exactly the same realization in
all Types. Realization rules were then formalized with the conditioning environment
being this underlying final /j/. Because of the default status accorded to Type I past
realizations, only four such rules had to be proposed to cover the entire inflectional
paradigms of all III-j verbs. Finally, by stating a category-specific realization for this
final /j/, we have described the sense in which these verbs are /j/-final: [j] is the default
realization of this element. Thus, a third element /j/ is both a class-marker—it gives
rise to a set of phonologically-arbitrary realizations—and a simple phoneme.

As mentioned in Sect. 2, this paper is arguably the only systematic attempt to
formalize the different inflectional vocalizations of MH verbs, and certainly the only
one in 20 years. In this sense, it is a first exploration of the phenomena, and should
be regarded as an invitation for a general discussion, with well constructed, different
points of view thoroughly examined etc.
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In parallel, the formalization proposed in the paper can also constitute a base for
further elaboration. For example, there are several other sub-groups like III-j in Mod-
ern Hebrew (although much smaller), some of them traditionally analyzed as con-
taining /j/ in other positions. It is left for further study to see whether they falsify or
confirm the view proposed in this paper, and if they do confirm it, how much more
needs to be said—or what exactly needs to be altered—in order for the set of basic
statement to cover these sub-groups, too.
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